Code Cracker
What bit does what
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Part

Name

What does it do?

Uno R3 Board

A microcontroller board - the brains of the
operation. Used for building electronics
projects.

102 Breadboard

Used for making temporary electrical
circuits and testing projects.

Yellow LED

A small yellow light

Red LED

A small red light

Green LED

A small green light

1k resistance

Used to reduce electrical ow in a circuit
to stop a short in the circuit.
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10k resistance

Used to reduce electrical ow in a circuit
to stop a short in the circuit.

220R resistance

Used to reduce electrical ow in a circuit
to stop a short in the circuit.

Male to female DuPont
Lines

Used to connect components in an
electrical circuit

10k potentiometer

They act like a resistor that can dial down
the ow of electricity like a volume dial.

Passive buzzer

A buzzer that makes a noise using AC
current.

Active Buzzer

A taller buzzer that uses DC current
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LM35dz

A temperature sensor measuring in
centigrade.

Ball Switch

Like a tilt switch can detect basic
motion/orientation

Photoresistor

Light resistors used to detect the
presence or absence of light.

Servo sg90 motor

A small DC motor great in projects
such as robotics, airplanes ect.

USB cable

Used to connect the UNO board to the
computer to upload sketches to the
board.

Breadlines

Wires to connect components to the
breadboard.
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1-digit display tube

Used to display 7 segment numbers in
projects such as clocks. Can be
combined with other displays.

Button Caps

Buttons used in many types of projects.
On/off switches ect.

1602 LCD

A display that shows 2 lines of 16
characters that can be letters, numbers
and characters.

9V battery buckle

A power source for the UNO board. Hook
up a 9V battery to power projects.

